Abstract

Reinforcement rate of technics and appositeness towards the convenience of the human being is a perennial mechanism. Mathematics has always been in the root towards the implementation of an algorithm or analysis regarding statistics or language. Extracting more about the data and analyzing them to solve a particular problem is the reason behind any analysis. Scrutiny itself has the different number of outcome which can be predictive or descriptive. Now prediction is how far accurate is tested by using various techniques. The enhancement in problem-solving capability leads to come up with a new aptitude concerning machine learning algorithms. But before prediction of data set collection, exploration, feature extraction, model building, accuracy testing are primarily required to invent. So for explaining all these processes, concept learning is essential. In this paper different algorithms like SVM, Linear and Logistic Regression, Decision tree, and Random forest algorithms will be used to demonstrate the accuracy in titanic data from Kaggle Website with all the required steps by using Python language.
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